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Coroflot Design Job o' the day

D30 is seeking  
 Product Designers and Engineers

2013 IDSA INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE

Join us in Chicago on August 21–24 for BREAKING
THE RULES, IDSA's 2013 International Conference.
We hope to inform you, inspire you and break a few
rules along the way!

Building on the success of 2012's groundbreaking
conference in Boston, we are expecting 800-1,000
designers, business leaders and design educators
to converge on Chicago. You will network with
design leaders, exchange ideas, best practices and
war stories...and explore the paradox between
creating and breaking the rules.

Register Now!
This year's conference takes place August 21–24 at
the Hyatt Regency in Downtown Chicago.

Early Registration Deadline: June 15, 2013

Regular Registration Deadline: July  20,
2013

Late Registration Deadline: August 11 , 2013

On-site Registration Deadline: August 24,
2013

To secure your seat and get full registration details,
visit the Conference Registration page!

IDSA International Conference
Preview: Dr. Vijay Kumar on Tiny
Flying Robots and Whether Or Not

They're Taking Over the World
Posted by core jr  |   1 Aug 2013  |  Comments (1)
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OUR PARTNERS

This year the annual Core77 Conference Party is
sponsored by Eastman and Keyshot.

At Eastman, materials and innovation go hand-in-
hand. The Eastman Innovation Lab is a website
created for the savvy individual interested in design
thinking and its impact on the future. It delivers the
latest stories in material innovation by capturing the
insights of the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s greatest thinkers and
pairing them with the experts of Eastman Chemical
Co.Through storytelling and animation, the EIL
brings industrial design, innovation, business
collaboration and design thinking to life. 

Key Shot is an entirely CPU based standalone 3D
rendering and animation system for 3D data. Used
by designers, engineers and CG professionals
worldwide, KeyShot allows you to quickly and
easily create realistic images and animations of 3D
models. And, just in time for summer, KeyShot 4 is
available with powerful new features and the
rendering speed you need.

PORTFOLIO REVIEWThe IDSA International Conference is just under three weeks away, and if you have yet to make plans to be in Chicago from August 21–24,
we strongly suggest you do so ASAP. As always, the lineup of speakers is pretty stacked, and while we've crossed paths with many of this
year's speakers over the years, the IDSA keeps it fresh with the likes of, say, Paralympian Blake Leeper. Similarly, we were interesed to see
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We're proud to host the portfolio review during the
conference. Set up and show your best work, or if
you're already established, stop by to meet and
greet the next generation of designers. For 2013
we'll be awarding the a prize package for the best
portfolio - details coming soon!

DESIGN JOBS

Connect to more creative opportunities
worldwide at Coroflot »

Newell Rubbermaid is seeking a Principal Usability  Specialist in Kalamazoo, MI

Ideal Industrial is seeking an Industrial Designer - Sty ling and Visualisation / Illustration

year's speakers over the years, the IDSA keeps it fresh with the likes of, say, Paralympian Blake Leeper. Similarly, we were interesed to see
Dr. Vijay Kumar's name among the presenters. I'd been curious about his work ever since the first video on "A Swarm of Nano Quadrotors"
hit the web over a year and a half ago—check it out:

The research, at UPenn's General Robotics, Automation, Sensing and Perception Lab (GRASP for short), has come a long way since then,
but Dr. Kumar noted that there is still a long way to go. After spending a recent sabbatical at the White House's Office of Science and
Technology Policy, he will continue his research in robotics—specifically, swarm dynamics. His recent TED Talk illustrates the latest
developments in his research on aerial robo-collaboration:

Dr. Kumar promises to deliver a "more technical" presentation at the Hyatt Regency Chicago on Thursday, August 22, where he'll share the
latest developments on "Tiny Flying Robots":

There are a number of labs and schools across the globe that have been
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Impel Studio LLC is seeking an Industrial Design Internship in New York, NY

Ecolab is seeking a Senior Industrial Designer in Eagan, MN

Iowa State University is seeking an ASSISTANT OR ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR - Industrial Design

D3O is seeking a Product Designers & Engineers in Brighton, GB

AE Outdoor (Ace Evert International) is seeking an Outdoor Furniture Designer

Abercrombie & Fitch is seeking an Assistant Designer in Columbus, OH

Travelpro International is seeking an Industrial Designer in Boca Raton, FL

University of Oregon Product Design is seeking an Adjunct Instructor in Eugene, OR

There are a number of labs and schools across the globe that have been
experimenting with autonomous quadrotors—small flying robots that
communicate with each other. They have already accomplished a number of
seemingly difficult tasks, like juggling balls or building a tower. Given the
ability to hover and fly, sense objects and communicate, there are already a
thousand creative tasks they could perform.

Conversely, Dr. Kumar has long rejected the common mischaracterization of UAVs as drones, and vice versa, echoing former Air Force
Chief General Norton Schwartz's comment that these unmanned aircraft are, in fact, piloted. "This is one distinction that's quite sharp that I'd
like to make: the drones that we hear about in the press are actually remotely-piloted vehicles; they're not drones, they're human-driven. So
this is a misnomer, and the press really should not be using that [term to describe them]."

Once he had cleared the air (so to speak), Dr. Kumar proceeded to share his thoughts on the real-world applications of swarms of
autonomous quadrotors.

Core77: This is a conference for industrial designers, but you are an engineer by training and trade. What lessons do you
hope to impart on the design community?

Dr. Vijay Kumar: Design is a broad thing—I suspect that [Conference attendees] are primarily interested in designing physical things, and I
think if there's one thing that's changed, design is no longer about the physical thing. Every physical thing has software embedded in it, [so
now,] when you think about design, you want to consider co-designing the software piece and the hardware piece. Smartphones, for
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example, already incorporate a lot of that—thinking about the user interface—which is an important new direction.

So what are some of the potential applications of the quadrotors?

We are interested in applications such as search-and-rescue, first response, law enforcement and so on—humanitarian applications. For
that, we're designing vehicles that travel indoors, [that are designed to] go in and out of buildings.

[Alternately,] we're looking to make farming more efficient, to track things like fertilization and harvesting [schedules]... having robots patrol
the field and telling the farmer which crops to plant, when to [sow] and when to harvest—decisions that can really be streamlined.

How far do you think these "Tiny Flying Robots" are from being on the market?

Well, you'd have to talk to a company that is actually commercializing this [research]. The real question is what application is going to work—
the economic issue—which I fortunately don't have to worry about. But if you ask me the question, is the technology mature enough to be
used today, the answer is yes.

What are you looking forward to working on in the future?

Our goal is to make them smaller, more agile and more responsive to humans. Since we want them to do things quickly, one of the things
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we're trying to explore is having lots of them collaborate.

So, for instance, if there's a 911 call from a building, I'd love to be able to sort of drive up in a car, and then have the quadrotors take off
from the trunk, enter through open windows, explore the building and tell me exactly who is where, who needs help, etc., in a matter of
minutes, if not seconds.

Today's robots are very clunky—they're all individually controlled by humans and they're limited in terms of their mobility and how smart they
are. We'd like to [reach a point where] a single human can control a lot these guys, to gather information really quickly, so they'd actually
make effective decisions.

I think humans, and how we actually approach this problem with this particular technology can really change the way we actually use it. So
the question is, 'Do you want to embrace this technology or not, or do you want to be scared of it?' I think that really is the issue—so I tell
people that we're investigating very peaceful applications, and I certainly don't think we'll be going anywhere else with this.

In other words, we don't have plans to take over the world.

About Vijay Kumar
Vijay Kumar is the UPS Foundation professor at the University of Pennsylvania's (Penn) School gineering and Applied Science and on
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sabbatical leave at the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy where he serves as the assistant director for robotics and
cyber physical systems.

Since 1987, Dr. Kumar has been on the faculty in the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics with a secondary
appointment in the Department of Computer and Information Science at Penn. He served as the deputy dean for research in the School of
Engineering and Applied Science from 2000 to 2004.

Dr. Kumar's research interests are in robotics, specifically multi-robot systems and micro aerial vehicles. He directed the GRASP
Laboratory, a multidisciplinary robotics and perception laboratory, from 1998 to 2004. He was the chairman of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics from 2005 to 2008. He then served as the deputy dean for education in the School of
Engineering and Applied Science from 2008 to 2012.
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Gurubasav Yellur October 19, 2013 10:15 PM

I found this technology amazing. We can use these automated flying robots flawlessly and consistently in any of the automated industries to
ease the operations. Most of the complicated and unimaginable problems can be solved using these sort of robots, which make the
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VISUAL DESIGNER
THE MEME – Boston, MA

Principal Usability Specialist
Newell Rubbermaid – Kalamazoo, MI

Industrial Designer - Styling and Visualisation / Illustration
Ideal Industrial – Sydney, Australia

Industrial Design Internship
Impel Studio LLC – New York, NY

User Experience Designer
Shure, Inc. – Niles, IL

NYC B2B Corporate Agency Seeks Senior Designer
IridiumGroup – New York, NY

Senior Industrial Designer
Ecolab – Eagan, MN

Experience Designer
Moment – New York, NY

Most Recent Design Jobs
Creative Opportunities at Coroflot.com

TEAGUE
Seattle, WA

Clients include: Nike, Microsoft, HP,
Samsung, Rockwell-Collins, Panasonic,
Boeing, Starbucks, LG

Find your
design partner
now
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+
+
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+

LUNAR
Whipsaw  Inc.
ANDESIGN
PENSAR
Carbon Design Group
TANDEM PRODUCT DESIGN
Shark Design
BOULD DESIGN
Focus Product Design, Inc.
ECCO Design
Product Development
Technologies (PDT)
Bresslergroup, Inc.

Outstanding Design Firms
Get Noticed at DesignDirectory.com

Alessandra Taglialatela
Düsseldorf, Germany

Typography, Graphic Design

Rana Babacan
Noirhomme
Herzogenaurach, Germany

Fashion/Apparel , Product
Design

Nicolas Brouillac
Besançon, France

Design Management,
Industrial Design, Product
Design
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